“Climate Change Awareness through SHINe Program”
“It was the best of times. It was the worst of times.”
Thousands of yeas ago, the home we call Earth is a cozy place for mankind and
for every existing flora and fauna…
As the world revolves, it undergoes a very remarkable change that is serious and
alarming. Around nine (9) billion people are living here on the planet - who in the way
or another may pay a little concern or just become passive of what is really happening
around…
Have you ever noticed? As we go on through all walks of life, our climate
changes so suddenly. There are times that the sun shines so brightly, giving such high
temperature but then, later on, temperature lowers and it will rain eventually. This shows
how unstable our climate is. Now, how should we view climate change and its
implications to our future?
A famous American writer once said, “Success lies in doing not what others
consider to be great, but what you consider to be right.” In accordance to this, project
SHINe or the School Hydrological Information Network was implemented in several
schools within Bulacan. This program aims to provide awareness to the students about
the hydrological happenings in our society and also about the natural phenomenon in our
environment. And now, as we face the present issues about climate change, we can
conclude that the SHINe program is really a big help not only in schools but to the whole
community as well. Through participation in the project SHINe, we can say that our
lives are on the safe side.
It feels good that we have a project like this SHINe program that gives us
information on what we will do in case of disasters. But of course, it is still better that we
know how to take care of our environment to make it safer sanctuary to live in. So from
now on, let us cooperate and support SHINe program and let us get involve in the fight
against climate change. Let us start acting from ourselves. Let us do whatever it takes to
take care of our environment for us to be safe and for the development of our society.
Let us not waste time. Let us act now, for the future is in our hands….
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